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It is not an exaggeration to say that the Australian Catholic Church now faces the greatest crisis 

of its two century-long history. The Royal Commission has brought this to a head, but the 

underlying problems have been brewing for decades. Not only is the church in crisis; it also faces 

a catastrophic failure in leadership. 

 

Yet I looked in vain for any evidence of this on the web page of the Australian Catholic Bishops 

Conference (ACBC), specifically following their plenary meeting in early-May 2017. There were 

desultory references to the federal budget, schools funding, a youth festival, guide lines for 

deacons and Eastern Rite Catholics in Australia, but nothing about the various elephants in the 

room: the Royal Commission where Catholicism generally and the bishops particularly have been 

lambasted for failure to respond to widespread sexual abuse of children within the church 

community, the struggle of lay Catholics to maintain their loyalty to Catholicism in what they see 

as the hypocrisy of church leadership, disaffiliation and the serious decline in rates of 

participation in the Eucharistic and sacramental life of the church, especially among younger 

adults, the acute shortage of priests, and many other issues. 

 

Yet not a single word about any of this from our episcopal leaders. In fact sources from within 

the ACBC told me that the bishops explicitly refused to sanction any discussion with Rome 

concerning the ordination of viri probati (older, self-supporting, married men with the requisite 

qualifications to enter training for the priesthood) despite the fact that Pope Francis invited 

bishops’ conferences to approach him about this.  

 

It’s not as though all this happened suddenly. I tried to point to some of these problems way back 

in 1991 in my book No Set Agenda, presciently subtitled “Australia’s Catholic Church faces an 

uncertain future.”  Nowadays that’s an understatement! I indicated in that book that the church 

faced what the New Testament calls a kairos (the Greek word is used 81 times throughout the 

New Testament), which I defined as “a creative crisis of opportunity”; kairos refers to the right 

time or the decisive moment. We have surely reached that moment right now. We have a chance 

to seize the initiative and begin the renewal of the church by recovering the basic elements of 

Christ’s teaching and a renewed faith.  
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But a kairos is also a dangerous time when disastrous mistakes can be made, the worst of which 

would be to fail to seize the moment. This is a danger because as Catholics we have become 

passive and surrendered the initiative to the hierarchy and clergy, trusting them to make all the 

decisions. But Catholicism has a very long tradition of much more participative forms of church 

government. 

. 

The one positive thing the ACBC has done is to say that it intends to call a Plenary Council for the 

Australian church in 2020. The 2020 Plenary Council could provide us with a chance to repent, 

recognize the kairos, recover a more Christ-like approach to faith and restore the church’s 

approach and role in Australian society. But this will not be achieved without structural change 

to support renewal.  

 

Long before papal primacy was defined at Vatican Council I (1870), councils and synods were the 

primary form of government for the local churches. Bishops were elected or appointed, belief 

maintained, discipline enforced and ecclesiastical decisions made at the regional or provincial 

level. Certainly from earliest Christianity onwards the Roman church was recognized as first 

among all the churches spread throughout the world, but that didn’t mean that Rome could, or 

even wanted to interfere in the details of local ecclesial government. It was the centre of unity 

and belief within Catholicism, but local councils and synods decided a whole range of important 

issues for local churches.  

 

Essentially, this was the situation right up until the mid-nineteenth century because, while 

medieval popes certainly made all types of claims to universal authority, their remit was always 

limited by their ability to project their power outward. The ordinary Christian primarily 

experienced the church as local rather universal. It is only with modern communications that the 

papacy has been able to become all-powerful throughout the church.  

 

It is precisely this long tradition of a decentralized, conciliar, synodal form of church government 

that we desperately need to recover today. Certainly with the advent of Pope Francis the rigid, 

lock-step form of papalist Roman Catholicism is beginning to disintegrate with this pope willing 

to devolve decision-making authority downwards. 

 

There is a real sense in which laity and priests need to stake their claim and not allow the 2020 

Plenary Council to be dominated by bishops and by the professional lay employees of the church. 

The Australian Bishops have failed abysmally in terms of leadership and the time has come for 

them to show some humility, stop looking over their shoulders to Rome, abandon vested interest 

and their fear-filled clericalism, and confront some of the really tough questions facing the church 
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in pluralist Australia. The 2020 Plenary Council has to allow and encourage truly honest, frank 

discussion of the issues that have been swept for far too long under the carpet. 

 

But the canon law (canons 439-446) governing such plenary councils entirely excludes the laity 

from having a voice and makes sure that nothing can be said or done that does not have explicit 

Roman approval. It is, of course, a product of Vatican I’s definition of papal primacy and the 

recent extreme over-centralizing of the church. According to contemporary canon law a plenary 

council can only be called by the conference of bishops who determine its agenda and the 

questions to be considered. Bishops alone have a deliberative (i.e. casting) vote, with episcopal 

vicars, major superiors of religious orders and other senior clerics having a consultative vote. 

Laity can attend, but their number cannot exceed half the number of clerics. Anything decided 

by the council must have “due regard for the universal law of the church” and everything must 

be submitted to Rome before any decrees are promulgated.  

 

This is a disastrous recipe for business as usual, with the laity completely marginalized. The 

ACBC’s recent advertisement for an Executive Secretary for the 2020 Plenary Council makes it 

clear that the bishops intend to stick to the canonical norms.  

 

As baptised Catholics and full members of the church, laypeople and priests need to seize the 

initiative and take another approach. While maintaining the synodal/conciliar system, the rules 

around it must change. The canonical norms governing plenary councils were introduced in the 

early decades of the 20th century and are simply no longer relevant. The 2020 Plenary Council 

needs to come up with a whole other model of operation. 

 

This is not a call to chaos, but it is a challenge to business as usual. What is fundamental and 

important here is the long tradition of local churches making their own decisions. And according 

to Vatican Council II the “local church” is the whole community, the people of God. This is rooted 

in Baptism and Eucharist. Historically it is not unusual for laity to attend synods or even 

ecumenical councils. There are many historical precedents for Catholic laity participating in 

church governance. 

 

While the other Christian churches provide many models of synodal government—some 

effective, others not so—Australian Catholicism has an opportunity to develop a model in 

keeping with the call of Christ and Australian cultural attitudes. Jesus inspired his disciples to 

form a community to proclaim and live the Good News of love, justice, equality, self-giving and 

hope. We have a responsibility to act in ways that reflect Christ and the Gospel, the vision of 

Vatican II and the best values of Australian society. The 2020 Plenary Council needs to reflect this. 

For this reason nothing is off the table.  
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Difficult issues cannot be avoided: the church recognizing the absolute equality of women with 

all ministries open to them; the right of the laity and priests to participate fully in the election of 

their bishops and the right of a parish community to “call” a person to be their pastor; the 

ordination of married people, beginning with viri probati; communion for divorced, re-married 

people; the recognition that gay marriage is a civil matter; the introduction of principles of 

inclusiveness, accountability and openness in church governance; a recognition that people are 

primarily directed by their conscience. 

 

Clearly we need a lead-up to 2020. Each diocese need to hold a council that is open to discussing 

the above issues above and other local challenges that arise in various dioceses.   

 

So who would attend the diocesan events and 2020 Plenary Council? Obviously bishops will 

attend ex officio. But priests, religious and above all laity also need to be there with full, 

deliberative voting rights. How will they be elected? First it needs to be recognized that the 

church is not monolithic. It is not just made-up of parishes and dioceses, but is a community of 

communities and that all need some form of fair representation. Also a genuine gender balance 

must be attained. 

 

Beyond that I feel the need for the CC group to discuss the practicalities. What I wanted to do 

here was to articulate some principles and give people grounds to enter intelligently into 

discussion with the bishops—and with each other.  

         Paul Collins 

         17 May 2017 

 

 

 


